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JUNIOR REPRESENTATIVE TRYOUTS – A MESSAGE FROM PETER JACKSON, PRESIDENT 

 
 A warm welcome to everyone attending the tryouts for our Broadmeadows Broncos junior  
 representative teams! 
 
 Whether you are a returning junior Bronco, someone new to the world of representative competition  
  or someone with a Permission to Train, we want you to know that we really appreciate your 
  attendance and participation in these tryouts. 
 
 We have put into place a number of actions aimed at giving our players and coaches effective  
  templates for skills development and teaching techniques within a Style of Play framework that  
  defines the Bronco way. 
 

We want to have a foundations program that delivers success on a consistent basis, adding to our 
history of junior and senior Victorian State Championships and producing players who have made 
State, National League and Australian teams. 
 
The pathways below show how serious we are about building this platform for ongoing success: 
 

  
As a junior Bronco, we will help you reach your potential by providing you with well credentialled 
and experienced coaches who know how to teach and drill these foundation skills. We will also help 
you understand the game by emphasising good habits, teamwork and winning tactics.  



 
So, how are we going to place you in our teams? 
 
 
Broadmeadows Broncos junior representative teams compete in the Victorian Junior Basketball 
League (VJBL), which is by far the strongest and most competitive junior club competition in 
Australia. As Australia is currently ranked fourth in world basketball, this would then imply that the 
VJBL is one of the elite junior club competitions in the world. 

 
The selection policy for our teams is based on a combination of qualifying and competing at the 
highest levels of the VJBL while also taking into consideration the future development needs of our 
program. The higher we qualify our teams, the better the opportunity for our players to compete with 
the best to enhance their basketball development. 
 
Our No. 1 team will be selected from available players to ensure we have the best team to qualify 
for the Championship division of VJBL. Consideration will be given to what is the best development 
path for each player. For some players the best development path may be selection in the No. 2 
team where they will get more opportunities to play rather than occupy a spot at the end of the No.1 
team possibly with less playing opportunities. 

 
Our No. 2 team again will be selected with the view that they will be in a position to qualify 
somewhere in Junior League 1 through to Junior League 4. Strong consideration will be given to the 
number of bottom age players that should be included in this team with a view to the future 
development of our teams in an age group for the following year. Subsequent teams will be selected 
with a view to qualifying somewhere from Junior League 3 or 4 to North Regional 1 or 2. These 
teams are likely are quite likely have more bottom age players than top age players. 
 
Our aim is to develop every player in our program but we must keep in mind we are competing to be 
one of the best clubs in a world-class junior club competition. 

 
The mix of the teams will vary from year to year. We want our players to be adaptable, resilient, 
have the ability to mix with other players and understand that, at this level, they need to do the extra 
work at home to continue their improvement and earn their place in the program.  

 
  Role of Parents and Guardians 

Because of the under-age nature of these selections, it will be important to gain the commitment of 
parents and guardians to the training and games regimen that will be involved for their children. In 
addition, they will need to acknowledge the competitive environment in which their children will be 
involved, including the understanding of respectful communications with coaching staff on issues 
such as court time, player conduct and compliance with the Basketball Victoria Codes of Conduct 
for parents. 

 
Conclusion 
Not every player that attends try-outs will be offered a spot in our program. We have an elite 
program and the try-out process is to select the players who earn the right to play representative 
basketball for Broncos. Every team we field must have a purpose. The team must contain players 
who we believe have the potential to serve our senior program in the future. We will not field teams 
purely to give players a game. That being said we want to offer the opportunity for all players to 
compete for spots in our program. If unsuccessful, our aim is that players leave the process feeling 
they have been given a fair go and knowing they are always welcome back next year to try out 
again. 


